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he technique of advertising and
marketing has undergone an overhaul
over the years. Gone are the days
when it could be simply defined as a clutter
breaking creative on a few set mediums.
The advent of new-age media has led to
increased level of consumer awareness and
easy access to consumption of information.
The alert and hyper aware consumers of
today have learnt how to skillfully avoid
the traditional world of marketing and
advertising, and now brands are compelled
to reach out to their target audiences in
unique ways.
Content marketing is one such innovative
strategy that has gained visibility in recent
years. By its very proposition, content
marketing needs to be non-intrusive.

Brands need to be sensitive that instead
of pitching the products or services to
prospective customers upfront, they should
help empower the end user with information
that makes him more aware. The possibility
of this strategy succeeding is higher if we,
as brands, deliver consistent, ongoing,
valuable information or entertainment to
our customers. Only then would customers
reward us with their business and loyalty.
Marketers now will have to develop content
marketing strategies inclusive of various
mediums, and with a focus on owning
media, not renting it.
The core of any good content marketing
strategy, as the name itself suggests,
is content. With more and more brands
focusing on content creation, every piece
of content created has to be innovative
in a way that predisposes your target
audience to choose your message over one
that comes from your competition. The
marketing message has to be seamlessly
interwoven into the fabric of the content.
The message (in most cases) need not be
overt, it should be subliminal in nature.
The quality of the ‘content’ goes a long
way in achieving the desired results.
Seemingly simple aspects like poor spelling
and grammar can reduce the favorable
impression of a brand; yet marketers often
overlook these elementary aspects in their
bid to develop complex strategies. It would
be almost criminal to take for granted the
customers’ intelligence and awareness.
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Foreword

There needs to be a plan in place
for distributing content efficiently and
effectively; a plan to ensure that the
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content reaches the targeted audience.
Given the sheer range of devices or points
of information available to a consumer
today, every piece of content has to be
contextually relevant to the platform on
which it will appear.
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Just like any other newly developed
format, content marketing too is marked by
its own set of challenges. For one, content
marketing cannot be a solo function and
needs to be well integrated with other
marketing functions. Another common
challenge is deciphering content that will
work. Great content that is shared and spread
by customers and prospects is almost never
about the company’s products or services.
Impressive content is all about stories that
inform or entertain, that compel people to
act by making a difference in people’s lives.
Similarly, understanding the end consumer
while developing the content will enable you
to make it more effective and impactful - you
have to know who you are drafting the story
for. Another classic problem with marketers
is the ‘Channel first’ attitude. Content
marketers are spoilt for choice when it comes
to employing tools for distributing content.
Unfortunately, some marketers think that the
first step in a content marketing strategy is to
choose the channel – So what are we doing
on Twitter? When in fact the first question
marketers need to address is the ‘why’. Why
are you developing the content in the first
place? What are the barriers to information
for your customers? How will you enable
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customers to overcome these challenges,
while helping your business? What are the
reasonable expectations from this strategy?
Once these are answered, you can figure out
what channels will work best to distribute
your story and start a conversation with your
customers.
Any strategy is incomplete without an
appropriate tracking and measurement
element that helps evaluate the success of
the strategy. A one-size-fits-all approach
would just not work, thus giving rise to
the need of a customized measurement
metric depending on the objective of the
content marketing campaign. The surge
in usage of online and social media has
made engaging with potential customers,
as well as evaluating results much easier.
Brands need to understand the importance
of listening closely to conversations being
generated across social media, in order to
get an effective and reliable measurement
of their campaign. The quality of social
interactions that the content garners defines
if it is resonating with the audience. It is
in the Facebook posts, tweets and blog
comments where the marketers can find
true consumer insight, and rate the success
of their campaigns.
Content marketing provides brands a
great scope for storytelling across a larger
canvas, where apart from the core offering,
they can create value for the consumers
through their communications too. n
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Content Marketing is the
New Advertising
Everything about Your Wife.
And the Slow Death of Advertising as We Know it.

The consumer is not a
moron, she’s your wife.

T

Vijay Simha Vellanki
Co-founder,
Kontent Cafe
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his quote is like one of those mantras
that we all chant on festive days,
never bothering to really internalize
its true essence. We advertising folks are
like guinea pigs on the Ferris Wheel. Our
worldview is limited to the wheel rim, and
we’re running fast just to stay in the same
place.
We’re all just too busy playing our
respective roles in this gigantic movie called
QSQT (Quarter Se Quarter Tak). But since
I am not a part of the star cast anymore, I
have all the time to delve into things that
most can’t - like the above quote from the
grand old man of advertising, David Ogilvy.
Allow me to take it apart and examine its
entrails.
Consumer is one who consumes your
product/service. So if someone’s still not
doing that, she isn’t your wife. And you
(the brand) is merely one of her many
prospects. What exactly is advertising?
You put on a show (campaign), keep
up the appearance (brand personality),
show up in style (disruption), show
off your plus points (features & USP)
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Until death do us part? LoL no!

There was a time when she had little
choice and was dependent on what you
offered. Her stature was merely a reflection
of yours. Not anymore. Times have changed.
Today’s consumer is well informed (free
media), well connected (social media), and
is aware of all possibilities (other suitors).
She is no more the arranged marriage type.
She wants to be wooed, courted, cared for,
valued and loved – before and after. She
wants to be an equal, even in an arranged
marriage. The signs are clear.
Sign | 1

Slow death of the schedule

The advent of Digital Video Recorders,
YouTube and other such tools are slowly
but surely empowering more and more
people with the ability to jump the time
continuum. This means, they’re not only
able to skip your commercials but also
throw the proverbial spanner into your
media plan. No amount of road-blocking is
going to work.

Sign | 2

Slow death of captive audience

The term “captive audience” reeks of
superiority over her. It has the air of a
hunter targeting hapless herds. It was fine
as long as consumers herded around paid
media vehicles only. But this is the age of
free media & social media. These operate
outside the sphere of your influence. No
matter how many tricks brands come up
with, like Native Advertising, she can see
through it. Even Facebook is having to alter
its advertising service. So the only way to
her heart is to stop doing social, and start
being social.
Solution: Captivate, not capture
Focus on your content and not on where
you’re going to find your consumers. If the
honey is sweet, the bees will buzz. Ninety
percent of all Internet activity is search. So
people are always searching for something
or the other. So start thinking of ways to
get discovered.

Times have
changed.
Today’s
consumer is
well informed
(free media),
well connected
(social media),
and is aware of
all possibilities
(other suitors).

Sign | 3

Slow death of the web page

As the world goes mobile, former portals
of information are being fast replaced by
her choice of platforms – mostly social. So
the “web page” is a rapidly disappearing
species. Information and entertainment
now live embedded in Tweets, Shares
and Posts. Friends have turned into news
Solution: Give her a break
broadcasters. Her smart phone’s screen
Whenever you take a “commercial size has grown but her attention span has
break” you’re actually telling her that shrunk.
you’re offering her a break from something
boring and useless. Tell your better half Solution: Start conversations, stop
that her favorite serials and reality shows dissemination
Since the consumer is not bound to a
are junk and see what you get for dinner!
This transgression into the consumer’s particular media asset (web page), simply
personal time assumes that she reads, disseminating messages won’t work. The
watches and surfs not for the content but trick lies in ensuring that her friends
like you even before she does. At no
for your ads.
April 2014 R afaqs! Reporter i content marketing Supplement
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and highlight your pedigree (global
presence). You even offer her dowry
(offers). What’s all this but an Arranged
Marriage? It’s a process solely focused
on marriage (conversion to consumer).
The act of marriage in itself seems to be
the ultimate end.
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other point in marketing history has your irrelevance of paid media for automotive
existence been so tightly linked to ‘social brands. In a category that involves long
acceptance.’
lead times, the car is pre-sold to the
consumer well before the actual product
Sign | 4
is launched. Google calls this ZMOT (Zero
Slow death of the campaign
Moment of Truth). No wonder automotive,
Today’s consumer is always on. white goods and gadgetry print advertising
Sometimes on multiple devices at the same is now limited to promotions and festive
time. Is your advertising always on? You offers.
don’t even have to answer this question,
as the cost of always-on advertising is Solution: Content as commitment
Most of us in advertising & marketing
unthinkable and unacceptable. The
consumer’s splintered media consumption forget that the digital space is a web of
patterns between TV, smartphone, consumers, not a web of marketers. Once
computer and tablet means it’ll get harder we realize this truth, we’ll know exactly
what to do. The end result of everything
and harder to campaign.
we do is seeded in that first act of
realization.
Solution: Think of snackable, kinetic
content
The rise of new-media companies such Conclusion:
as Mashable, BuzzFeed, Upworthy and their
Chanting the mantra is easy. Living the
innumerable clones is a sign of our times. mantra is tough. Your wife no more expects
To ignore this is professional suicide. Think a mere husband, but a partner who’s a
of listicles, memes, photo stories, social friend, guide and philosopher. More than
experiments, and so on. This ensures that ever before, she wants commitment. She’s
your conversation moves fluidly between not afraid to disagree with you in public.
devices and platforms without severing In fact, she derives her strength from her
your conversation with her.
circles. She doesn’t want to take what you
offer her, but wants to earn & discover
Sign | 5
the world herself. So it’s time to stop
Slow death of paid media
talking and start giving, sharing, showing
At the Content Marketing Summit Asia and empowering. This you accomplish not
2014, Avik Chattopadhyay, Marketing by telling her how great you are, but by
Head of Volkswagen India talked of the showing her how great she can be. n
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The 3 Why’s of
Content Marketing
Content Marketing is changing the face of Digital Marketing. Here are
reasons for adoption and some general rules to be kept in mind when
creating your Content Marketing Strategy.

T

Vaasu S. Gavarasana
Head – APAC Business Marketing,
Yahoo Asia Pacific
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hese days when I meet my friends
and colleagues from the advertising
and media industry, we usually end
up discussing content marketing. Some of
the questions are actually quite fundamental
– what is content marketing really? Is this
another fancy name for regular advertising?
Is this when you take advertising and
leverage it via social media?
Well, the questions are valid. After all
content marketing isn’t exactly new. Brands
have always leveraged interesting content
and benefits to consumer as a means to
engage with a passive audience. However,
over the years most brands forgot storytelling and started story-yelling. Somewhere,
many forgot that the purpose of advertising
is to engage with the audience, to educate
and inform – and not just throw up brand
messages to all and sundry.
With digital and social entering the overall
gamut of advertising options for marketers,
the question of what engagement really
meant, became an important consideration
for brands. Marketers rushed with a frenzy
to open fan pages for brands, expecting
engagement rates to spike. But that didn’t
quite immediately translate to engagement,
and many were left wondering. Just like the
2000 dot com bust, we all suspended our
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Some of the key drivers fuelling the
adoption of content marketing:
1 | Rise of social media:
We all know social (and I don’t mean only
social media outlets on the Internet) is built
on the foundation of human interaction. In
societies where this interaction is positive
we see progress, and what lies underneath
is collaboration, empathy and a general
agreement on shared priorities. Possible
only through dialogue - a simple two way
communication, which is mutually beneficial.
In social media marketing, especially
in the early days, we seemed to have
missed on the most important part about
conversations being ‘mutually beneficial’. We
assumed, incorrectly, that the simple act of
establishing a new channel was good enough
to create engagement. As advertising guru
Howard Gossage had once said, no one
reads ads, they read good content – some
of which happen to be ads. Every good
conversation needs stimulus – and that can
be in the form of inspiring and entertaining
content from brands. Having social presence
without engaging content is akin to having
an open telephone line without much to say.
Not surprising that very often the consumer

would hang up quickly.
Now there is growing recognition, that
an effective way to drive engagement over
social channels, is to have meaningful content
that generates conversation between brands
and consumers.
2 | “Always-on” vs “Prime-Time”:
The perpetually plugged-in consumer has
dealt a blow to the idea of prime-time. While In social media
prime-time is still dominant, increasingly
marketing,
consumers are embracing a whenever, especially in the
whatever and wherever approach to media early days, we
consumption, in other words, an “Always- seemed to have
On” approach. This is further compounded
missed on the
by the use of companion devices. We most important
watch TV, and anything that interests us,
part about
is quickly searched on a tablet. We watch a
conversations
movie, and are already searching for some being ‘mutually
good deals of an in-film branded product.
beneficial’.
While consumers are “Always-On”, the key
question to ask is “Are brands always on?”.
Consider the regular approach to media
planning - we go ON media for a few
months, and then go OFF. A flighted media
approach, as we call it. We do this for two
reasons. Number one: because this is how
we have always done it. Number two: it
is incredibly difficult to have a sustained
advertising campaign – in terms of resources
and ideas – for an indefinite length of time.
A more effective way to stay “Always-On”
is to generate and sustain an audience who
choose to come to the brand to consume
information, content and entertainment they
like. Brands need to practically turn into
publishers to earn audience loyalty.
3 | Need for integration:
High bounce rates in search and low
engagement rates on social are symptoms
of the absence of meaningful content. A
good fix is bringing content marketing into
the marketing communication mix. Content
marketing enables a brand to tell a story
April 2014 R afaqs! Reporter i content marketing Supplement
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good judgment in favor of the herd. We all
forgot that social was about relationships,
and those are built on conversations and not
just promotions.
It is this void that the new avatar of
content marketing is stepping into. While
advertising focuses on the USP of the
product, content marketing focuses on the
utility or entertainment value to consumers.
Unlike regular campaign-based advertising
which can be the flavor of the season,
content marketing is more sustained. It
needs to be always-on. Can you imagine
sustaining a relationship in the absence of
regular and frequent dialogue?
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which weaves itself organically into the
consumer’s life – across channels and
devices.
Content marketing is about telling a
story that resonates with your audience
and finding relevant channels to deliver
it. The Internet and social media outlets
have made content consumption possible
at a huge scale – with inbuilt attributes of
sharing, and thereby the potential to go
viral, and at tremendous speed.

Here are some general rules to keep
in mind:

A conversation
between the
brand and the
audience is
a must. This
also implies
that the brand
is vulnerable
to negative
feedback which
can go viral in
seconds, and
be recorded for
posterity. This
is of course
a marketers’
nightmare.
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1 | Compelling Content is key:
Simply publishing generic content online
amounts to ‘noise’. If a brand has to bust
the clutter, they need to be the source of
original content – which is either useful
or entertaining or both. The content has
to be relevant, well produced and unique
enough to grab audience attention, and
make them choose to consume and share.
‘Choice’ has never been as important as
now, with brands battling it out not just
for a share of spend, but a share of the
consumer’s constantly shifting attention.
And some brands take attention-grabbing
seriously – take for example the new Pepsi
MAX branded video of Jeff Gordon taking an
unsuspecting used-car salesman on a thrilling
ride. With over 38 million views this viral hit
is a clear illustration of using interesting but
unrelated content, packaged with unique
creativity to deliver a punch.

If it is powerful enough, then users carry it
forward.
Intel’s “Beauty Inside” campaign is a
perfect example of how users literally shape
the story. In a beautifully emotive video,
Intel started the story of Alex who wakes
up every morning in a new body, and
hence is not able to build a meaningful
relationship with anyone. The brand then
allowed every fan of the video to play the
part of Alex (possible, because he wakes up
as a new face every day); and act out his
vulnerabilities and identity crisis. Hundreds
of fans linked up their web cam videos and
got a chance to be a part of this movie which
proudly says “Starring… the audience”. The
central idea which got everyone talking is
of course “What matters is what’s inside?”
inspired by “Intel Inside”. The video stories
earned 73 Million views and over 26 million
interactions.
3 | Think ‘audience’ not just

‘consumers’:

Building an audience needs a lot of ground
work in building credibility and confidence.
It is not easy to earn that authority. For
a brand, it is a greater challenge, as the
consumer is aware of the purchase-intent
agenda at the bottom of the funnel – and is
likely to be skeptical till they discover a ‘real’
reason to connect.
A conversation between the brand and
the audience is a must. This also implies
that the brand is vulnerable to negative
feedback which can go viral in seconds, and
be recorded for posterity. This is of course a
marketers’ nightmare. One way to manage
2 | Offer an idea, audience will
build the story:
this better is to follow what start ups do
In traditional approach, advertising could with ‘test-and-learn’ rather than the ‘alltell a canned story – controlled by the guns-blazing-campaign’ route that marketers
brand. In content marketing, stories can be would ordinarily prefer.
both prepared in advance but also factor in
dynamically created content. A brand can 4 | Beyond just the brand:
To draw in users, a brand needs to be
only kick off an idea and set it into motion.
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able to stand up for something which is
larger than itself. To give you an example,
when Nike ran its ‘Game On’ initiative, the
brand did not talk about awesome shoes it
makes, but showcased how regular folks
could get fitter and start running marathons.
Users started flocking to the platform to talk
about their own experiences, achievements
and ended up creating a community that
stood for fitness. With 8.5 million users it is
a hugely followed branded content platform.

When Nike
ran its ‘Game
On’ initiative,
the brand did
not talk about
awesome shoes
it makes, but
showcased
how regular
folks could
get fitter and
start running
marathons.
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multitude of social networks. There needs
to be native coherence to the medium in
which it is being showcased. This is really
where the new trend of native advertising
steps in – offering the user what they want
to know, at the right time, in the right place,
within the right context.
What will tip the scales though, is
when brands think about content, the
way they think about products. Place
the user at the centre. Create a vision
for consumer utility. Use the basis of
human relationships as a guide to create a
5 | ‘Go where the user is’:
It is not enough to have compelling connection, be always on and wow the user
content, one also needs to distribute it with high quality content. They will reward
fast - across the Web, and mobile and the you with loyalty and real-engagement! n
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What is a Good Content
Marketing Strategy?
A Content Marketing strategy is not a single solution but an
initiative which will constantly evolve.

W

Ajay Naqvi
General Manager Content Excellence,
Coca-Cola
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e all produce content and we
deploy strategies, even if we
don’t recognise it, for its effective
dissemination and impact. And no I am
not talking about marketeers, I mean us,
normal people, going about our daily lives,
from the time we are born- in words and
actions. A kid knows it takes more than a
whimper to get fed or indulged, a woman
knows it’s more than a handshake that sets
them up for the next conversation and a
man knows he has to approach softly time
and again.
What has this set up got to do with
content marketing? Well first its got a
lot less to do with theory and more
about life practicals. It’s also about long
term than short term. It’s about creating
sustained relationships that can withstand
bad times and elevate good times. It’s
about starting with a simple hello, a neutral
smile, a warm handshake. It’s about what
happens after. It’s about the give and
take. It’s about transparency, honesty,
and simplicity. And then some delights
every now and then. And most importantly
it’s about staying relevant to your ever
increasing set of friends and family through
your life journey. It’s about patience and
not about greed. It’s also a lot about
sensibility and sensitivity. This article is no
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4| Are you always on? You should beam
all the time. Google algorithm is just
bringing alive what’s common place in
1|You won’t get it just by asking for it; it
our society. Out of sight, start over.
takes more than that. Stay on hello for
Don’t wait for magic. Daily hello is good
a few meets, we are just not wired to
too.
take, give back or share easy. You have
to have to have the most enticing story 5| What makes you interesting once you
first and you cannot be greedy about a
are done talking about joining a gym?
quick outcome. You end too soon you
Your dog? Your holidays? Your work?
are a goner. Remember the last time
Your cooking? Your car, your music,
What are
somebody started singing songs about
your friends, your family, their travel,
you good at?
you after the first meet itself. And if it
your friends travel, your friends un-job
Everything?
has happened, it probably has because
job, their holiday homes, their movies, Game over. You
you were not seeking it; you managed
your movies, kids; theirs and yours, play
will always be
your story or you were smart enough to
dates. Stay relevant.
hated and you
project yourself as the girl who was not
will be loved.
interested in the boy!
6| Are you easy and relevant for most?
Scared? Don’t
No? Well that stops your progress
be. The world is
2|Remember the last time you were being
as a human brand. That’s a break in
a big place.
spoken about incessantly; any of what
continuity. You are in a relay race,
you did; how did that happen? Well
everybody has to run hard for you and
of course you had something new to
know when to pass you on. And for that
share. A resolution, a promise, a new
everybody who should get you should be
looking you, boyfriend , girlfriend. Did
able to do it easy. You make for great
you also have a varied set of people
content and it’s dissemination when
who believed in you come what may?
you ensure no break on conversations
Did you win them over because you
around you.
established your credibility every time
you interacted with them? Did they feel 7| Are you consistent? In everything you
invested in you? Did they talk about
buy, you own, you share, you earn, do
you as they would about themselves?
you apply the filter of ‘you’. Or do you
Did they express themselves through
waiver? You are missing out on creating
you? Did you help them achieve what
a powerful infinite cycle of feed in feed
you have?
out. Let’s say you started cycling ; does
your bike extend you? Does your biking
3| What are you good at? Everything?
gear colour, material, style extend the
Game over. You will always be hated
core you? The group you chose to
and you will be loved. Scared? Don’t
become a part of and participate... Does
be. The world is a big place. If half of
that extend you, your values?
the people you reach out to subscribe
This is my hello. Strategy is the end of
to your ‘good’ you are ok. Biggest of all things organic. It gives a false impression
human brands or product brands have of speed, an early blip and then a plateau.
polarised. I won’t do the obvious of Lets focus on beginnings and journey. Let’s
quoting names, you are smart enough.. start a relationship. Genuinely. n
April 2014 R afaqs! Reporter i content marketing Supplement
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rocket science, just a reminder that it’s the
basics that does it.
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case study

A Thought-Leadership Driven
Content Marketing Strategy
Strengthens Manthan’s Credibility
and Builds A Network of Followers

I

n 2010, Bangalore-based Manthan
was quickly gaining prominence as a
leading producer of retail and consumer
product goods (CPG) analytics. While the
organization focused on developing and
refining its flagship product – the ARC suite
of award winning applications – it also kept
a keen eye on the business opportunities
unfolding in new markets. More retailers
across South East Asia, the United
States and the United Kingdom began
to realize the importance of enhancing
their analytical maturity. Consequently,
Manthan’s portfolio of analytics products
and solutions that help customers derive a
competitive advantage through data-driven
decisions became increasingly relevant.

So how did Manthan differentiate
itself in a global market dominated by
providers of generic business intelligence
solutions?
The answer lay in Manthan’s ability
to cater exclusively to the analytical
requirements of global consumer industries

16
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like retail and CPG. To establish and
validate its position as a retail specialist,
Manthan required a platform to deliver
expert views tailored for retail and CPG
professionals. This was critical, for many
reasons. For one, there was a need to
connect and engage with the target market
for Manthan’s products, and not just the
sales and account management functions
who were able to connect more with a
prospect’s IT gatekeepers.
The target retail business audience is
the actual decision-maker, but tends to
stay away from overtly ‘technology-related’
collateral. They respond better to content
that consistently highlights how analytics
and actionable insights could help a retail
business make better decisions related to
merchandising, customer engagement,
supply chain optimization, workforce and
inventory management. Ajith Nayar, Head
of Marketing at Manthan, recognized this
need for insightful and in-depth content.
Along with his team, Ajith set up a website
called ‘FRESH – exploring the art and
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marketing strategy to a pull based one.
As a result of the partnership, Manthan
has an active forum that houses new
thoughts and ideas that deal directly with
the concerns of a retail business audience
comprising category managers, shopper
insights managers, merchandise planners,
CMOs, visual merchandisers, buyers and
key account managers.
To support Manthan’s FRESH-related
objectives by generating niche and in-depth
content, Yorke Communications has
curated a team that invests a significant
amount of time understanding Manthan’s
business as well as global retail trends. This
skill set extends to:
• Making quick connections between
events in the retail space and the
opportunity for retail analytics
• Using retail-related terminology to
ensure the content caters to the tastes
of an audience that already possesses
an expert understanding of the space
• Developing different types of content
that span multiple areas of interest
At Yorke Communications, their role
has evolved over the course of the fouryear engagement: while they initially just
wrote content, today they are involved
in idea generation and online content
publishing for Manthan. Their continuous,
research-based focus on delivering prolific,
fresh, targeted, and impactful content
enables Manthan to develop a productive
content marketing strategy that generates
leads, awareness about retail analytics, and
meaningful conversations with key players
in the retail industry. n
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science of decision-making’ and engaged
Yorke Communications as one of Manthan’s
major content writing partners. We began
to consistently generate original, insightsdriven content covering the latest events
in the retail industry, peer moves and the
cutting-edge evolution of retail technology.
According to Demand Metric’s Benchmark
Report on Content Marketing in 2014,
websites, as a repository for content, are
among the most effective channels for
content distribution, with 68 percent of
Enterprise respondents rating it higher than
e-mail, social media and online events.
FRESH is uniquely placed as the largest
knowledge portal focusing exclusively
on retail and CPG decision-making, with
a community of over 4000 people in
the ecosystem listening in, and many
more engaging in discussions on social
forums like Twitter and LinkedIn. As
an independent knowledge portal, FRESH
delivers content that demystifies the usage
and benefits of sophisticated technologies
(analytics) by highlighting its practical value
and promise to the entire organization
in ways they can relate to and easily
understand. This has indirect yet immensely
positive impact on brand Manthan. Today
with FRESH, Manthan is able to further
thought-leadership related objectives
including community development, social
engagement and brand awareness.
As a major content writing partner,
Yorke Communications supports Manthan’s
content marketing strategy by continuously
generating thought-leadership articles, blog
posts, mini-blogs, e-newsletters, e-mailers
and video scripts. This has contributed
to Manthan’s shift from a push based
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case study

My Endeavour Alterrain
BACKGROUND
Ford India was established in 1995 as
a wholly-owned subsidiary of Ford Motor
Company, a global automotive industry
leader. It currently produces a wide range
of four wheelers including the Ford Figo,
Ford Fiesta, Ford Classic, Ford Endeavour
and the Ford EcoSport.

the imagery of a bold, masculine and a
rugged vehicle full of real time off-road
capabilities - the Ford Endeavour. The task
was cut to draw synergies between the
core of the product & NGC’s brand imagery:
bold, rugged, masculine and adventurer.
This led to the creation of a power packed
TV series titled ‘My Endeavour Alterrain’
featuring the real life experiences of five
THE CHALLENGE
people from different walks of life who
Endeavour brand metrics showed have excelled in their fields. The series
fatigue and decline in the mid-lower funnel, captured their journeys as they travelled
consideration dropped from 74 (2011) to 66 across terrains to fulfill their endeavours.
(2012); Shopping dropped from 32 (2011)
to 26 (2012), presenting an opportunity THE EXECUTION
to improve the funnel metrics. Beyond
The series began with five endeavours
the nameplate, Endeavour is a significant of the varied personalities and the enabler
contributor to the primary brand and has for their journey was a Ford Endeavour
the potential to drive the ‘Go Further’ Alterrain edition. Film maker and actor
global promise.
Nagesh Kukunoor decided to complete an
The objectives were to broaden the unfinished road trip he had undertaken in
appeal of the brand, to re-energise and 1995 and also explore it as an idea/setting
re-engage the nameplate and to drive for one of his next films. Actor Rajeev
consideration.
Khandelwal chose to relive one of his
earliest childhood memories and go raft on
THE IDEA
the mighty Brahmaputra river. Actress Gul
Two iconic brands - Ford Endeavour Panag decided to drive through and explore
and National Geographic Channel (NGC) the untouched coastal region of Karnataka.
- combined their brand attributes and Her journey culminated in Hampi where
core offerings to bring alive the spirit of she would take pictures of its magical
adventure. Ford Endeavour presented the ruins. Writer Chetan Bhagat disconnected
opportunity and NGC provided an ideal from his daily routine in the city and hit
platform to co-create a property for the the road to understand and connect with
brand. The idea was to build and leverage the rural people of India’s heartland. His
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journey culminated at Junagarh, where he
off’ event with key dealers were
met the Siddis, India’s only African Tribe.
done at locations to enhance dealer
Racing driver Karun Chandhok discovered
participation during the endeavor of the
his roots in Punjab. His journey culminated
personalities.
in Amritsar which is his grandmother’s
As a culmination of the marketing and
birthplace and he then drove up till Wagah communication efforts, the series aired on
border to finish his road trip.
National Geographic Channel from June
to July 2013. The series comprised of 5
• The series was well supported by Episodes of 1 hour each and was supported
an integrated marketing and on air with 2 teasers, 1 product TVC and
communication strategy. Pre-launch rushes.
buzz about the series was created
through mediums like print, POS, Results
“Alterrain decal”, digital and CRM. A
The success of any campaign truly
high decibel press launch was organized lies in the measurable results it achieves.
to announce the launch of the show. The mere numbers achieved by the My
The event witnessed the presence Endeavour Alterrain campaign indicates its
of the featured personalities as they success, but the success story is marked by
shared their views and excitement the campaign’s ability to derive the desired
about undertaking the endeavours.
action from its target consumers. Post the
• Further engagement and buzz was campaign the Ford Endeavour Favourable
ensured by amplifying conversations Opinion was at 91% (Q4) from an initial
through digital and social media channels. 69% (Q1) for 2013.
The ‘Be the part of the Journey’ Contest
The press event itself witnessed the
went live on Facebook wherein 5 presence of about 100 journalists and
winners got the chance to meet and photographers across auto, media and
travel with a featured personality for a entertainment beats. The event garnered
day. The FB app and CRM helped drive over 65 print exposures across national
participation for the contest and created media, with over 9 minutes of broadcast
excitement among target consumers. coverage and over 85 total online exposures
Engagement on Facebook was driven with a cumulative reach of over 31 million
further through appropriate posts and daily page views.
updates about the launch event, contest,
Digital activation generated an overall
etc. Tweets by the personalities ensured 1.5 million impressions, 36,000 likes and
related conversations about the series on witnessed 400+ installations of the app.
Twitter.
Conversations on Twitter generated over 1
• In addition, a ‘Behind The Scene’ million impressions reaching over 5,00,000
blogger engagement was undertaken. accounts. Facebook engagement generated
Social media clout integration helped over 620 likes with 40+ comments and
create further conversations. A ‘Flag- more than 55 shares. n
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case study

X-treme Trail
BACKGROUND
Nissan Motor India Private Ltd. (NMIPL)
is a 100% subsidiary of Nissan Motor Co.
Ltd. Japan. The company was incorporated
in 2005 and offers innovative and exciting
products across hatchback, MUV, SUV and
sedan segments in India. Nissan in India
has a portfolio of two brands, Nissan and
Datsun.
The Objective
National Geographic Channel (NGC), known
for its unrivalled imagery and powerful
storytelling, showcased the art and science
of off-roading as it partnered with Nissan
to create the X –treme Trail series. The
objective of designing the series was to
bring together the key brand attributes
of Nissan as a leading brand in the auto
segment, and marry it with NGC’s expertise
in creating innovative and well packaged
content. The series promised to provide
the ultimate off-roading experience, as 8
participants went about conquering the
most difficult terrains. On the occasion
of the series launch, Nissan unveiled
the new limited edition Nissan X-Trail
which commemorated the motorable feat
achieved by Nissan SUVs in India. The
series showcased the Nissan X – Trail in
its imposing avatar and highlighted its
features, while helping to create a grand
perception of the brand amongst its target
audiences.
The Idea
Launched in November 2011, the series
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followed 8 participants and showcased
their experience as they journeyed into
uncharted terrains of India. From the
selection and training, to battling the rough
topography of the dunes of Rajasthan, the
dense jungles of Rajaji National Park to the
trans-Himalayan ranges in Himachal and
Ladhak, the chosen contenders proved their
mettle on the road in the SUV from Nissan
- The Xtrail. The final winners got a chance
to pay homage to the Indian Army warriors
as their final drive took them to the highest
battle field on earth, Siachen Glacier. To
ensure the perfect reality adventure series
for viewers, NGC put together the perfect
panel of judges: 5-time Indian National
Rally champion Hari Singh, Israel’s top rally
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The Execution
The X-treme Trail series was
simultaneously telecasted on 4 channels:
National Geographic Channel, Fox
Traveller, Star World and Channel V, and
was promoted on air through a TVC. The
series was extensively promoted through a
360 degree marketing campaign including

outdoor advertising, print and radio. The
off-air marketing and communication
campaign for the series included outdoor
hoardings at key locations across Delhi,
Mumbai, Bangalore, Chennai, Ludhiana &
Chandigarh, print advertisements across
prominent publications as: Maxim, Auto
Car India, Open, Outlook Traveller, The
Man, etc. and radio spots across Delhi,
Mumbai and Bangalore.
A press conference was organized at
Hard Rock Café, Mumbai, to announce the
launch of the series. The Special Edition
Nissan X – TRAIL was also unveiled at the
conference.
Digital amplification of the campaign
was created through hosting a website that
announced a contest wherein participants
needed to submit their ‘Xtreme adventure’
stories. The website also gave information
on the show and car. The contest received
an overwhelming response by garnering
500 entries; 4 best entries won an
adventure trip to Rishikesh.
Results
After the program there was an
increment in the awareness of the product.
Familiarity was improved and the brand
scores on quality and reliability were
improved as per the competition. Nissan
X- TRAIL was perceived as a status car. n
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driver & off-road projects production expert
Isaac Mini, Vijay Parmar, President of
Himalyan Motorsport, and rallyist, television
anchor and automobile administrator Navaz
Bhathena. To choose participants, NGC ran
a robust on air & online Call For Action
campaign, calling adventure enthusiasts
for auditions. The four city auditions,
conducted in Delhi, Mumbai, Bangalore
& Kolkota, saw participants go through a
Group Discussion, Personal Interview and
Driving Skills test.
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Role of Technology in
Content Marketing
The tools and softwares that can be deployed
to implement and measure successful Content
Marketing Strategies.

I

RP Singh
CEO,
Sirez Group
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f I ask you what is a better time slot
to post a content piece on your digital
properties, most likely you will have an
answer to it. Similarly, if I ask you what’s
the kind of content your customer wants,
you are likely to have an answer to it
too. Ever wondered how have you been
able to find this out? Yes, you guessed it
right, the tools & softwares that you have
deployed to run your digital marketing
activities.
That’s the power of technology which
is enabling most of the content marketing
efforts these days for majority of brands
active in this domain. In any content
marketing activity whether done on a short
term or long term basis, there are usually
3-4 elements involved, which I would
like to discuss, and therefore the role of
technology in each of these elements.
1| Content Curation
Content Curation is the act of
discovering, gathering, and presenting
digital content that surrounds specific
subject matters. And frankly speaking,
it’s almost impossible to curate content
without the use of tools these days,
specially with the plethora of content
available. And there are no limits when
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Tools such as List.ly, Curata, Storify,
Magnify, etc which help build
multimedia timelines and tell stories
using a combination of digital content
on any number of specific issues or
topics. Some of them also help in crowd
sourcing & engaging readers.

because he wants more and more users
to consume it. There are of course
organic & inorganic ways of distributing
that content but in both the ways,
technology plays a huge role. There
are specific tools built solely for this
purpose.
If you want to promote & distribute
content, you can’t ignore platforms
like KontentCart.com, Outbrain, Gravity,
Taboola, Onespot, etc which help you
manage your publishing needs across
your digital & social channels such as
Facebook, Blogs, Website etc. Some of
these also allow your content to become
‘ads’ which are getting displayed as
a result of your paid media activities
across other websites.

2| Content Creation
Speed is essential for any content
marketing or digital marketing activity
to succeed. If you rely only on
traditional methods of creating content
e.g. briefing the agency and asking for
modifications in the content provided by
them, most likely you will loose speed 4| Content Marketing Analytics &
Tracking
to market and your competition may be
I am sure you are all aware about
well ahead of you.
Social Listening tools, Search Trend
tools, Keyword tools etc which help
Content creation tools like KontentCart.
you in your digital marketing efforts.
com, Writer Access, Contently, etc
Ideas about what kind of content you
allow you to use readymade content
should be creating for your audience on
which might suit your brand needs, or
social channels largely comes from, for
you can use these tools to quickly get
instance, social listening tools, which
custom content created within hours of
help you learn about terms, and words
posting your requirement. Most of these
which users are associating with your
tools help you manage the workflow,
brand.
place orders, manage content writers,
mark favorite writers, etc which are all
Marketo, Pardot, Kontent Cart are some
useful features when you are creating
tools which help you measure your content
content on a frequent basis.
marketing efforts from a ROI perspective.
3| Content Promotion & Distribution These tools help you analyze & optimize
Content created is of no use if its digital campaigns with multi-channel &
not distributed to the consumers of multi-platform measurement capabilities
the content. Every brand or marketer and mostly through a dashboard for taking
who is creating content, is doing it quick corrective & optimization steps. n

Content
Curation is
the act of
discovering,
gathering, and
presenting
digital content
that surrounds
specific subject
matters.
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it comes to the types of content either.
Videos, articles, pictures, songs, or any
piece of online digital content that can
be shared can be curated.
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What Kinds of Metrics
Should One Operate By?
Content Marketing Metrics: Are You Going BUST?
One of the key challenges of content marketing is measuring the ROI.
The sums spent on content marketing are often significant and it seems
logical we measure the impact and returns using content marketing
metrics.

A

Diptakirti Chaudhuri
Head – Marketing, Digital Business,
HT Media
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s ads proliferate across media, the
one thing which is exponentially
correlated to this clutter is audience
apathy, often becoming irritation. The
number of tweets cursing the YouTube preroll ads is a clear indicator of this irritation.
People are unwilling to spend even thirty
seconds before getting to the video they
want to see. My prediction is that soon
there will be a campaign to get the ‘Skip
Ad’ button right from the beginning instead
of after 5 seconds.
Content Marketing is increasingly
becoming a trend in this media environment.
A brand is no longer waiting for a
‘break’ in the content to squeeze in the
marketing message but embedding the
message within the content itself. Indeed,
there are niche brands who only do content
and that content is the ad.
Comedy collective AIB (All India
Bakchod) does a phenomenal job of
marketing itself by creating topical videos,
showcasing their performers and brand of
humour. This is essentially their content,
serving the purpose of an advertisement.
Without overtly saying “call us for standup
comedy shows”, they are doing a great job
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As you can make out (and is evident
in the title), I have created (somewhat
unwittingly) an acronym – BUST – for the
objectives.
The suggested metrics are surrogates of
these objectives. Of course, these are not
the only indicators of success.
One important indicator of brand imagery
is social media traction. The underlying
message of a consumer interaction on
social media is the pride of association.
When I like/share/retweet a post, I am
essentially saying “Hey, here is this cool
brand I follow and here is something cool
they have done”.

A brand is no
longer waiting
for a ‘break’
in the content
to squeeze in
the marketing
message but
embedding the
message within
the content
itself.

Easy metrics:
The obvious ones – likes, favourites,
RTs, follows, comments, replies, shares.
Only the ones which are socially visible,
though. A YouTube view counts for nothing
unless the viewer is impressed enough to
tweet it or share it or subscribes to the
channel.
However, it is important to distinguish
between the ease of performing each of
the above by assigning different weights.
A share on Facebook is better than a
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of selling themselves. They are building
their brand (“Irreverent humour served
fresh”) and – I am guessing – generating
leads for shows.
Shine.com – a leading jobs site –
organises a series of HR Conclaves in
different cities to ‘build content’ and then
uses that content/event to connect with
HR professionals (their customers) and
build their brand with job-seekers (their
consumers). By getting well-known HR
leaders on to a platform created by them,
Shine.com is trying to get to a positioning
of an HR thought leader and it is content
that is doing it for them, not advertising.
Content Marketing should be tracked for
four levels of effectiveness, which are the
broader objectives (and somewhat obvious
anyway):
• Brand
• Usage
• Sale
• Topicality
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the overall
traffic, it is
important to
track referral
traffic (usually
from social
media sites)
and bounce
rates.
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comment than a like (unless of course, the pointers on how deep the engagement with
comment is negative) and it is important to the brand is.
track that.
Easy metrics:
Difficult metrics:
These are, I guess, too obvious to even
With online listening tools becoming mention. Apart from the overall traffic, it is
fairly easy to develop (or subscribe to), important to track referral traffic (usually
sentiment analysis is becoming common from social media sites) and bounce rates.
and indeed, it is critical to do. All social When a piece of topical content (buoyed by
chatter around content need not be positive high search volume) brings a lot of traffic to
and one needs to invest in tools to measure the site, it is important to see if the users
them.
‘got what they wanted’. Bounce rates from
Certain data points are not indicators the content pages and the time spent on
of social media traction but can be used to them indicate whether the content was
improve quality for subsequent rounds of really useful or just click-bait.
content generation. For example, YouTube
provides extensive data on the duration of Difficult metrics:
videos watched and that can give critical
Apart from the time spent, heat maps
pointers on what is interesting and what and user flows give an indication of what
is not.
the content forced the user to do. After
On-site usage metrics are well- all, it is the objective of marketing to make
known and well-tracked. Given that an the consumer consume more. Where did
overwhelming majority of websites are he click? How much did he scroll down?
free, this trial of a product could also be a Which page did he go to from here? Did
‘sale’. But the metrics could give interesting he share/bookmark any of the pages?
Heat map tools are freely available and
user flows can easily be tracked on Google
Analytics
Hindustan Times created a wonderful
jacket to kick off the elections. It depicted
all the political leaders caught in a pitched
battle in Asterix style. The visual was
attractive enough for readers to trawl
through the epaper, download the visual
and share it all over Twitter (making the
brand trend for a brief while also). Most
of us see the first sample of a news-brand
on social media and then we go to their
website to consume the news and if
impressed, we subscribe to the ‘hard copy’.
In this case, HT turned this model on its
head. People read the paper, went to their
website and shared it on social media.
As the venerable David Ogilvy said, “We
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sell or else...”
The point of Content Marketing – as
with all other Marketing – is to sell stuff. In
the context of e-commerce websites, this
would mean real “CVV-number-entered”
sales. For the rest, we could possibly get
away with lead generation.
Recently, The Economist published an
editorial where it said it “cannot bring itself
to back Mr Modi for India’s highest office”.
There was an avalanche of criticism against
the newspaper and there was anecdotal
evidence of many people cancelling
their subscriptions. However, their India
Managing Director (Suprio Guha Thakurta)
tweeted a day later that “The Economist
got the max no of subscribers on a single
day from its website in India”. This is an
interesting case where the sales objective
had positive and negative results.
Difficult metrics:
Any metric leading to direct revenue is
difficult! The even more difficult activity
here is to keep a track of enquiries and
potential leads (coming on the website,
social media, call centre and God-onlyknows-where), follow them up and convert
them into actual sales. The true measure
of success of effective Content Marketing
is probably the speed with which you need
to implement a Lead Management System.
When I say topicality, it is not linked to
the current affair but being on the brand’s
topic of conversation. It is important to
keep a close watch on whether the content
you are using to market your brand is
actually relevant to your brand or not. To
explain this better, let me take two pieces

of content that came out of two brands
Zomato does
that are doing a great job of content
these cute
marketing.
infographics
Zomato does these cute infographics around food at
around food at regular intervals and they regular intervals
get shared like hot cakes all over social
and they get
media. (My favourite: Things Vegetarians/ shared like hot
Non-vegetarians Are Tired Of Hearing) They
cakes all over
do a great job of building Zomato’s connect
social media.
with food through fun, cool stuff. (While on
the topic of Zomato, you should read their
app update notifications. Another great
example of Content Marketing in the last
place you expect to find it!)
Recently, LinkedIn came up with a
very cool infographic – 10 Job Titles
That Didn’t Exist 5 Years Ago – and it
was a great example of relevant content
presented well. By subtly pitching large
numbers (“259 million profiles”) and
growth over last five years, the graphic
was a great way to pitch LinkedIn as the
best repository of professional information.
It ticked off all the quantitative boxes and
was perfectly aligned to LinkedIn’s core
proposition as well. n
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Future of
Content Marketing
A discipline with a new avatar, begs a question about its next avatar.
Amusing, perhaps? But not strange considering the speed at which the
world of digital has evolved. Therefore, the question - what is the future
of content marketing?
Mobile & Personalization:

On the immediate horizon is the impact
of mobile on content. With the rapid
increase in smart phones usage and mobile
internet traffic, users today expect a far
more personalized web experience tailored
to their interests and needs. To give you
an example, instead of being interested in
industry trends and generic news – the
consumer is likely to want content which
tells them how a brand can specifically help
them. As brands turn publishers they need
to invest in content that is high on either
utility or entertainment. The more likeable
and shareable the content is, more is the
reach and engagement.

Native Advertising:

Vaasu S. Gavarasana
Head – APAC Business Marketing,
Yahoo Asia Pacific
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Native advertising will be a key driver
as mobile and content marketing come
together. Ads which can fit into content
that users already love is a big win-win
for brands as well as users. However one
of the challenges the industry is facing
is how to scale native in a programmatic
world across different digital platforms.
Content by nature is effective when it
is customized to the consumer, context
and screen. This is the opposite of what
programmatic needs – simple and ideally
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User-generated content evolving to
User-inspired content:

While User-generated content (UGC)
is a massive contribution to web content
in general, it is not enough for a brand’s
content needs. Particularly, as it’s often not
aligned to the brand footprint. What we
will increasingly see is UIC – User Inspired
Content. What this means is that brands
will take inspiration and input from users,
but equip them with professionals who will
craft the content with the purity of purpose
intended by the user, while ensuring that
it meets the brand footprint. This will be

Ads which can
fit into content
that users
Measurement:
already love is a
With content marketing gaining ground, big win-win for
there will be a rise of better measurement
brands as well
tools that don’t just track a single dimension
as users.
a win-win partnership between the brand
and users who are brand-advocates.

such as ‘click’ or ‘like’ but more holistic
engagement. One of the ways could be to
track how the content was shared – be
it in discussions, shares across different
platforms and channels, and actions taken
as a result of those shares. While this
sounds do-able in principle, practically it
requires very deep analytics for every
single bit of content, and that is not
just a massive exercise but also requires
significant investment. But if we are to
clearly show the advantage of content
marketing vis-à-vis more traditional digital
marketing approaches – getting the right
metrics out is key. n

Debarpita Banerjee
VP, Marketing, National Geographic and FOX
International Channels

One can expect a surge in the coming years as there will be more
and more experimentation in this category. As brands get savvy
about utilizing space beyond the conventional ad space and integrate
their values and message better with larger formats, there will be many
interesting formats. Each with great opportunity for story-telling once
a brand finds an apt medium to create content with. Plots, sub plots
and characters can be developed to have better engagement with the
consumer. That would in turn open up possibilities of delivering multiple
brand messages. As and when this increases, there will be great scope
for creative experimentation as well. So the future is looking quite rich
with varied forms of content marketing.
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a template response instantly deployable
across platforms. In the web 2.0 era,
Internet Advertising Bureau (IAB) played
an important role in setting standards,
which eventually became a boon for
programmatic. That is yet to happen on
the content marketing side.
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Visual Content:
The Future of Mobile Based Content Marketing
Making your content visually appealing and its relevance in a world
where the Internet is shifting from computer to mobile is very important.

T

Arpita Sarkar
Content Writer,
Kontent Cafe
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he first step of communication is to
grab your audience’s attention. Even
the best of content first needs to
fight it out with the enormous information
available on the internet to get noticed.
While SEO can help you rank your content
higher in search engines, the fight to grasp
attention is not yet over. The second most
difficult part is to get your reader to read
your content. The internet readers scan
through the pages, spending around 10 to
20 seconds on a page, unless something
interesting catches their attention.
So, how to convince your reader, in just
10 to 20 seconds, that the information on
your page is valuable?
According to researches, the brain
processes visuals 60,000 times faster than
text. 90% of the information transmitted
to the brain is visual and 40% of people
respond better to visual information than
plain text. (Source: 3M Corporation and
Zabisco)
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detailed images to be very important and
carry even more weight than the product
information, full description and customer
ratings. (Source: Heidi Cohen).
This is exactly what an information
1 | Photos
graphic does. It helps you explain complex
Photos are an interesting way to data and information in simple, clear
connect with your audience. They give pictures.
your content a personal touch and are a
great way to engage people. Starbucks and 4 | Memes
A meme is an image or photo with
Lindt Chocolates, both use popular photo
The brain
sharing platforms Instagram and Pinterest some humorous caption or text. It is
processes
respectively to connect with their audience. easy to share on social networking sites. visuals 60,000
While Starbucks creates user-generated Interesting and well planned memes can
times faster
content by welcoming photo sharing from help you shape your brand’s personality.
than text.
A good example is ‘The Most Interesting
the people, Lindt Chocolates create their
90% of the
own content. They post the pictures with Man in The World’ advertising campaign
information
links on Pinterest and allow people to by Euro RSCG Worldwide for Dos Equis
transmitted
freely follow, like, share and comment on beer. The strategy was to create an image
to the brain
of Dos Equis audience as someone who is
the posts.
is visual and
rich in knowledge and experience. At the
40%
of people
same time it laid stress on the fact that
2 | Videos
Video content marketing is being life should be lived interestingly. American respond better
to visual
predicted as the future of social media actor Jonathan Goldsmith’s photos were
information
marketing. Smart phones have made used with catchy lines to shape the brand’s
videos all the more popular as people can personality. The lines followed a similar than plain text.
(Source: 3M
easily access them. According to a recent pattern, “I don’t always X, but when I do,
Corporation
and
survey by comScore, video consumption on I Y.” The most famous phrases being, “I
Zabisco)
mobile devices in Europe has climbed up by don’t always drink beer, but when I do,
112% in the last 12 months!
I prefer Dos Equis” and “Stay thirsty, my
Vine is a popular mobile app that allows friends.”
the users to create, upload and share 6
Later, a page was created for ‘The Most
second videos. More and more brands Interesting Man in The World’ campaign
are using the app to reach out to their where users could use Goldsmith’s image
audience. Dunkin’ Donuts recently went a to create their own memes.
step ahead when it created the first ever
TV advertisement from Vine videos. The 5 | Embedded Tweets
Showcase the positive feedback of your
ads were run on ESPN’s Monday Night
Countdown on their billboard ad unit. customers on your website by embedding
These were 4 Vine videos that were run tweets. This builds people’s trust in your
brand as they can see what others are
throughout the 16-game NFL season.
saying about your products and services.
On clicking on these embedded tweets
3 | Infographics
67% of consumers consider clear, the users are directed to the original page
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10 Types of Visual
Content to Power Your
Content Marketing
Strategy
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BBC streamed
250 hours of
live coverage
with 120 live
performances
from the
festival. The
event generated
more than 1.7
million social
mentions in 5
days.

where the tweet was posted.

Google Chrome.

6 | SlideShare Presentations
Share content in the form of interesting
presentations. SlideShare is a slide hosting
service where you can upload your
presentations for public or private viewing.
It allows your viewers to share, like and
comment on your presentation. Check out
the presentation on ‘Facebook, The Perfect
Startup’ by international innovation agency
FABERNOVEL. It is one of the most popular
presentations on SlideShare.

9 | Animated GIFs
GIF or Graphic Interchange Format is a
bitmap image format that can be animated
to form short clips. The GIF images are
compressed to reduce file size and at the
same time maintain the image quality.
They help in explaining concepts that are
difficult to describe in words. GIFs can be
used to explain various types of content like
describing a process, showcasing product
range, highlight important points, etc.

7 | Data Charts
Share data that you think is of
importance to your audience and would
interest them. Use data charts to make the
data easy to understand and interesting
to read. A chart is visually more appealing
than text and will help catch the attention
of your readers.

10 | Live streaming videos
Live streaming videos serve dual purpose.
1st they drive traffic to your website and
2nd, they are an interesting and engaging
content for visitors. These can be made
more popular by starting a conversation
around the topic. Live streaming videos can
be of various types like webinars, tutorials,
videos of events, etc. BBC for example
offered live streaming of events at its
2013 Glastonbury Festival. BBC streamed
250 hours of live coverage with 120 live
performances from the festival. The event
generated more than 1.7 million social
mentions in 5 days. Fans from all over the
world watched the event live, offline as
well as online. n

8| Comics
Comics or cartoon strips have all the
qualities that make content most shared
on social media platforms. Funny cartoon
strips can help you in SEO and generating
website traffic. Comic strip can be short
with very few panels or it can be a long
comic book like Google did to launch
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With smartphones steadily outnumbering
humans, do the marketers need to change
their communication strategy to increase
sales & brand loyalty?

Find out all you need to know in the next
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